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Abstract—Microfinance industry is a key sector in supporting inclusive development. However, this sector suffers from high costs worldwide. Very few studies focused on decreasing microfinance cost and support processes of needy entrepreneurs [1] to whom are assimilated the majority of microcredit holders. This work aims to assess Microfinance institutions’ (MFI’s) performance and to analyze their cost structure. The innovative idea is to provide a financial offer in adequacy to these institutions’ and to microcredit beneficiaries’ needs through a network structure. It emerges from the analysis that, the cost of microfinance is high and consists mainly of operating expenses. MFI’s apply high interest rates in order to cover their expenses and compensate their losses. Microcredit beneficiaries, over-indebted, cannot pay-off their debts. This fact leads to reducing of the long term profitability of these institutions. A network structure through non-profit incubators might reduce of microfinance institutions’ transaction costs and encourage them to provide a favorable offer to a sustainable inclusive growth.
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I. Introduction

During the last decades, a special attention had been given to inclusive growth as a tool to promote equity [2]. We can define the inclusive growth concept considering the increasing wealth produced in a country, matching mechanisms of redistribution that can reach the majority of the population [3]. This is accompanied by a reduction in income disparities [4] and focuses on productive employment. The employment growth increases incomes. Job creation remains a major challenge to make growth truly inclusive [3].

Six hundred million additional jobs must be created worldwide by 2030 to stabilize employment levels [5]. Job creation remains dependent on the access of small enterprises and medium enterprises to financing because they are the origin of four new jobs over five [5]. Because of the lack of bank guarantees, those enterprises cannot be financed therefore microfinance is important. Professor Mohammad Yunus, holder of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 and founder of Grameen Bank or "village bank" in Bangladesh was inspired by the tontine logic and allowed to lend to customers who have no collateral to take them out off a precarious financial situation. The repayment rate reached in the early 1990s, 95 to 97% [6]. Microfinance has proved that the poor are bankable [7]. Nevertheless, the sector is suffering from increasingly numerous challenges that go against its social purpose.

The problem of high interest rates of microcredit is the subject of many debates since the early modern history of microfinance in the late 1970s. Multiple writings raise the negative effect of debt on the cross microcredit beneficiaries [8]. While some claim a legal ceiling on interest rates, others criticize the transformation of an increasing number of MFIs in private trading companies.

MFIs’ interest rates include four essential elements: the cost of resources, provisions for doubtful accounts, operating expenses and earnings [9]. Operating expenses represent the highest cost component [9]. Reduction of charges involves access to competitive resources. In theory, entrepreneurs’ access to resources can be operated mainly through social networks with the incubator as an intermediary. Besides, the incubators have become, in recent years, a way for public policies to promote economic development and innovation [10].

We ask the question: How can we reduce the cost of microfinance through a university incubation system with a social purpose?

We propose to introduce the social network theory [11] combined with the concept of social capital [12] to try to understand the mechanisms of transaction cost reduction [13] through microfinance institutions. The first part would compile a literature review that would include three sections. These deal respectively microfinance co-operative systems, transaction cost reduction, and innovation. The second part describes the methodology used. Preliminary results will be disclosed in a third part to finally lead to a discussion in a fourth front, to then, conclude and present the perspectives of our research.

II. Microfinance worldwide

A. Definitions and Overall Balance

Microfinance consists on financial inclusion. There is a wide range of financial services available to marginalized people who are excluded from the traditional banking system. Microfinance offer includes group loans, individual loans, guarantee funds, venture capital, savings, insurance of property and persons, transfers for migrants as well as the support services.
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MFI have a double economic and social objective. They may operate under the legal form of cooperative, mutual association, commercial bank or non-governmental organization. They get their financing from investment funds, debt, refinancing and subsidies.

Middle East and North Africa count for 23% of gross loan portfolio, respectively followed by Latin America and South Asia with 23% and 20% [14]. We distinguish the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, Bank Rakyat Indonesia, Bolivia Bancosol or CERUDEB Uganda.

B. Microfinance institutions’ financial autonomy

Two main currents discuss the issue of financial autonomy of MFIs. While the institutional approach advocates the pursuit of profit for the financial sustainability of MFIs, the welfarist approach promotes social welfare. The opposition between these two visions is described by [15] as the schism of microfinance. These two approaches provide a different view of what should be the priorities and function of microfinance institutions. According to [16] the pursuit of financial efficiency is considered is followed by sustainable social efficiency of microfinance institutions.

The risk of commercialization of MFIs due to the high interest rates applied forced the repayment capacity of the microcredit’s beneficiaries. Moreover, the high cost of microfinance supported by these institutions threatens the social sector issues. The linkage between the economic and the social could be operated through the intermediation concept of a third party [17] who will intervene to support MFIs and their clients to reduce the cost of the sector.

C. The problem of high interest rates and credit rationing theory

Microfinance industry is characterized by an asymmetry of information raised by Stiglitz and Weiss [18] through the modern theory of finance. The borrower has accurate information about his solvency, the risk level of the project he has undertaken and the potential returns level of the project. The lender, meanwhile, does not have the same information. This asymmetry of information between lenders and borrowers leads to a rationed balance. Adverse selection and moral hazard phenomena cannot lead to equilibrium through interest rate changes. The lender, can no more adapt the price level, so he varies the quantities and limits, rationally, the amount of credit granted.

Thus, according to the credit rationing theory, increasing interest rates above a certain threshold would lead to diminishing returns. Holders of less risky projects may not generate returns allowing them to pay high interest rates and are therefore excluded from the market. The average risk of the banks’ credit portfolio will increase, as composed largely of high-risky projects, which would decrease the expected bank return. Therefore, credit rationing limits the amount of credit distributed, reduces client portfolio at risk and maximize profitability but would leave unsatisfied demand. MFIs should therefore maximize their resources to offset their losses.

iii. Involving incubators through financial inclusion

Business incubators are structures that enable the creation, development and maintenance of enterprises during their first years [19]. They diversify and stabilize resources, knowledge and skills of the new entrepreneur to cope with various shocks and crises encountered [20]. They offer a wide range of services, such as physical space, capital, coaches, common services.

Incubators emerged in the US at the 50s before experiencing strong growth in other countries from the 70s. In China, business incubators appeared in 1987 and were specialized in the technological industries (Information technologies, pharmaceuticals ...).

Incubators support local economic development, particularly, by encouraging job creation and supporting projects that combine economic dimension and social dimension [21]. The current research on incubators is young and turned much more towards description and exploration rather than explanation [22].

A. Incubators support to entrepreneurs by necessity

Exploring microfinance institutions’ and micro entrepreneurs’ accompaniment sparked our interest. Indeed, microcredit carriers can be assimilated to necessity entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur by necessity refers to anyone who decides to get involved in entrepreneurial activity as he has no alternative to finding a job. This is linked to "push" factors such as dismissal, unemployment or threat of losing a job [23]. Very few studies dealt with accompanying necessity entrepreneurs [1]. Customize and adapt devices thereon remains significant.

Moreover, business incubators may handle commercial or social mission, public or private. As we follow a social objective, we prioritized the action of a public non-profit incubator, also named, university or academic incubator.

B. Academic incubators

Many economists and policymakers agree that the diffusion of innovations does not follow a linear path but an interactive process network [24].

The University-Firm-State triad creates systemic networks of interactive spirals [25] that allow the expansion of the knowledge role in society and the university in the economy. Thus, university takes the role of industry when it contributes to the creation of spin-off companies in its incubator. The state takes the role of industry in supporting its growth through financing and regulatory measures and programs. Industry can take the role of the university when
enhancing research and training [26]. The main consequence of this interchangeability of roles is the emergence of networks with these three players combined actions.

Plenty of technological innovations have been carried for decades such as Google, Cisco, Microsoft born from research conducted in Silicon Valley in California, but what about the social aspect? The study of the potential implementation of a public incubation device socially oriented within universities is part of “social innovation”.

Academic and scientific incubators are efficient catalysts that allow better use of existing resources and projects [22]. They can function effectively only if they are deeply supported by the scientific, industrial and local financial community so as to be introduced into the relevant business networks for start-up creation [22].

C. Developing networks

The Relying on a triadic vision of relations, Tähtinen [27], for example, showed the importance of intermediaries in the structure and dynamics of networks. In a network structure, intermediaries are required for trades [28]. Inserting incubators in social and professional networks ensures trust and facilitates access to resources [29].

This design is part of the Resources Based View (RBV) considering that a company is sustainable and innovative when it controls when relevant, rare and hardly transferable resources. Bringing resources and skills via incubators increases the chances of small businesses survival and accelerates their growth [30]. Incubators are now located at the interface of several sources of information, and bridge structural holes [12] between micro entrepreneurs and external partners.

We tried to understand this intermediation phenomenon taking place at the interaction between actors and explored it through the social network theory oriented towards RBV approach, the theory of social capital [31]; [29]; [12] and the theory of transaction costs [13].

iv. The theoretical framework
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A. Transaction Cost Theory

We relied on this theory because it is a theory of contracts and organizations between economic agents providing a mutual interest in cooperating.

Coase (1937) was the first to raise the issue of the transaction costs theory. He says the access to the market has a cost. Williamson (1985) includes the work of Coase suggesting a reconstruction of the economic theory of the firm based on the costs that economic agents support to ensure exchange on the market. He defines transaction costs as all specifically costs related to managing the confrontation between two economic agents integrating contract preparation costs, monitoring, implementation and control. He makes two basic assumptions: agents’ bounded rationality and agents’ opportunism. In the first case, individuals cannot predict in advance all eventualities. The contracts they will conclude are necessarily incomplete because they cannot define in advance all the obligations of partners for the different possible states of the world. This causes transaction costs (editing, management, renegotiation of contracts). In the second case, individuals exhibit opportunistic behavior by seeking personal interests and resorting to deception, guile or concealment.

The nature of transactions is determined by three criteria:

- Assets specificity: when a sustainable investment has to be made to support a particular transaction without having the possibility to redeploy it on another transaction. Indeed, MFI’s staff treats each request differently depending on the customer’s needs. Consequently, assets are specific to one transaction which is neither anonymous nor instantaneous, and there is a durable length between the borrower and the MFI.
- Exchange uncertainty: it refers to the impossibility of predicting the future, hazards, and coming behaviors of the borrower. The uncertainty analysis in microfinance was inspired from the banking theory, highlighting the contractual innovations in reducing asymmetry information effects through group lending [32].
- Exchange frequency: The more the frequency is raised, the more the risk of opportunism is brought up and the more the mobilization of resources to minimize transaction costs is justified. The IMF seeks to increase its loan portfolio.

Agents’ bounded rationality and opportunism increase transaction costs. This raises the question of integration or outsourcing of certain activities of the firm and the choice of the type of institutional arrangement that minimizes transaction costs. The author distinguishes among other bilateral governance where the assets are specific and where transactions are recurrent. The relationship takes the form of an organization in the context of “hybrid” structures, intermediaries between the firm and the market such as alliances, partnerships, joint ventures, subcontractors networks, network franchises, etc ... We talk also about strategic networks [33]. In such a configuration, the MFI will rather outsource certain functions to reduce its cost. This brings us to the second theory adopted, namely social networks.
B. Social Network Theory

A social network corresponds to the nodes that form a set of actors, groups and/or organizations [11]. Several studies [34] show that resources expected from a supporting network must provide the accompanied access to partners, funding, training, premises, equipment and materials needed to provide competitive advantages.

The creation of a company is not only based on traditional pillars such as labor, capital and technology, but also, on social goods usually called social capital [35]. The social capital may be considered as a public asset or an individual attribute. In the first case, it is the relationships within a group or groups that make up the social capital, in addition to cultural determining factors which are standards, trust and reciprocity actions [29]. In the second case, social networks become social capital if they can mobilize external resources through intermediaries [28]. The incubator is thus presented as the intermediary allowing actors of the two groups to meet and to establish mutually beneficial relationships. The incubator can create and develop different resources, services and skills [36]. The most important aspect of incubation is the creation of networks that allow the expansion of a variety of services and support to startups [21].

C. Reducing transaction costs using a network structure

The work of White (1981) and Granovetter (1985) found that belonging to a network is a source of competitive advantage, as it helps to reduce transaction costs between network members and increase their ability to mobilize resources. When transactions are difficult to clarify in contracting, the social network can avoid opportunistic behavior and reduce transaction costs [37].

According to Bourdieu (1980), the fact of belonging to networks, to a structure or organization, can facilitate obtaining a job, access to non-commercial resources or market resources but at a lower cost. The role of networks in the development of relations between the actors is confirmed, it still remains how this networking could be established.
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The transformation of the relationship between Science and Society characterize the end of the differentiation between the two fields. Our goal is not to create new theories but rather to enrich the research on the fight against poverty. We fit well in an epistemological framework of moderate constructivism as we want to build a reality; we aim to reduce the cost of microfinance through a network structure with academic incubators as intermediaries.

A qualitative approach would lead us to make an exploratory research to identify the degree of cooperation between universities, microfinance institutions and borrowers.

An abductive method for an innovative theoretical exploration would lead us to make a connection between two disciplines which were not theoretically related previously. Firstly, microfinance whose aim is above all social, secondly, social innovation through university incubation. The exploration is essential to our project to understand a subject that remains poorly studied, namely the incubation process of MFIs, the nature of the resources mobilized and the interpretation of the actors involved in this process.
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